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Workplace Culture 
Transformation:  
7 Steps To Build A Raving 
Workplace Culture



A question …



“It’s all about finding and hiring people 
smarter than you.  

Getting them to join your business. And 
giving them good work. Then getting 
out of their way. And trusting them.  

You have to get out of the way so YOU 
can focus on the bigger vision.”



How to Attract and Build Teams 
of Committed Individuals to 

Rally Around a Vision and Make 
Your Business Thrive





To get there, we’re on the lookout for visionary thinkers, authors, 
and leaders. People who are pioneering new ways of parenting, 
entrepreneurship, spiritual growth, self-development, and more.

WE’RE ON A MISSION TO TOUCH

1 BILLION LIVES
BY THE YEAR 2050











None of these would be possible 
without the people we work with





The Seven Steps



Teams 
Communities 
Schools 
Companies 
Small Businesses

These ideas will work with 



If you have a larger company 
If you’re a small team 
If you’re solo and making your first hire 
Or if you’re building any sort of tribe

It applies… 



“Brules”



Brules are Bulls*it Rules that 
we adopt to simplify our 

understanding of the world. 



Perks



Employees



Culture



Workplace Behaviour



A Nightmare led to where 
we are TODAY



The 70 and Psychology

Kuala Lumpur



Challenge #1 

all our clients, partners, 
vendors are all US based



Challenge #2 

brain drain: 1 % population 
loss every year



“You never change things by 
fighting the existing reality. To 

change something, build a new 
model that makes the existing 

model obsolete.”

~ Buckminster Fuller 



The Vision 

Build the World’s 
Greatest Place









150 people 
from 40+ Countries 
in Kuala Lumpur…



Video Cover Letters  
from around the World





Rallying Around a Shared Vision



USA

Syria

Poland

Maldives

United Kingdom

Singapore

Canada

Malaysia

Estonia

Ukraine

Argentina

India
Russia

Indonesia

Moldova

Lithuania

Peru

Slovakia

Brazil

48 Countries in  

One Workspace

Peru

Romania

Sudan

Philippines

Costa Rica

Nigeria

Kazakstan

Pakistan

Italy
Nicaragua New ZealandGreece

Morocco

Venezuela

Netherlands



$700 was all our funding 
when we started



Valuation of $100M+



No VCs or Bank Loans



A Culture MythThe Myths





2005





2008





2005





2003





2005



The 7 Steps to Attracting Amazing 
Talent & Building Powerful Culture



Step 1



Create Attraction 



The Typical Job Ad



Why typical job ads suck



“People don't buy what 
you do; they buy why you 

do it.”



Appeal to the “Why”







The Manifesto Technique















Seek the ‘Underlying Emotion’



Why Do People Really 
Want a Job?



Happiness

Abundance

Growth

What We Really Want from a Job

1

2

3

4

Meaning







Step 2



Find the Right Fit



New Ideas in Leadership

“Name every attribute
of the perfect employee”



New Ideas in Leadership

Hire for Attitude 
Train for Skill



Seek the Best People You Can Find



The Bar of Awesomeness



“The number one thing was to have an incredibly high 
bar for talent and never compromise. Larry and 
Sergei figured out early on that there’s a reversion to the 

mean when you don’t. Let’s say you hire a great person, they’ll 
hire someone almost as good, who hires someone almost as 
good, and over time you’re just hiring average people….You 

have to draw a line.”

~ Laszlo Bock, Google’s Hiring Chief



Bar of Awesomeness



Will this person raise the overall bar of 
awesomeness within my company?



Video Cover Letters  
from around the World







100 Resumes      =       1 Video





Our Customer Support Team in Malaysia

15 People 15 Countries



Best in Asia
79% 5 Star Ratings



Step 3



Establish a  
Common Code 

of  Values



TransformationUnity

Envisioning







Your Values Helps you Speed Up 
Decision Making





Finding Your Values



Your Values Often Come from Your Past Pain 
that You Want No One Else to Suffer



Summary
1.Create Attraction :  Create Job Ads that Appeal to the Heart 

2.Find the Right Fit : Hire for Attitude & Seek the Best 

3.Establish a Code : Define Your Values and Live by Them



The Next Phase



Moving from Attraction 
to Culture



Step 4





Happiness



“It turns out our brains are literally 
hardwired to perform at their best not 

when they are negative or even 
neutral, but when they are positive.”  



Optimistic 
Salespeople outsell 
Pessimist by 56%



Students primed to be 
happy outperform their 

neutral peers 



Doctors make accurate 
diagnoses 19% faster



New Ideas in Leadership

What Makes 
Us Happy?



Create Social Connections



“Very Happy People” Study

Social support was a far greater predictor of 
happiness than any other factor.

by Ed Diener and Martin Seligman



Social Life





“The people we interviewed from good-
to-great companies clearly loved what 

they did largely because they loved who 
they did it with.”



Friends at Work Study 
Gallup found that close work friendships boost 
employee satisfaction by 50% and people with a 

best friend at work are SEVEN times more likely 
to engage fully in their work.



Form Positive Contagions



“Studies have found that when leaders are in a 
positive mood, their employees are more likely to be 
in a positive mood themselves, to exhibit prosocial 

helping behaviors toward one another, and to 
coordinate tasks more efficiently and with less effort.”

~ Shawn Achor,  The Happiness Advantage



Culture Days



Culture Days  



Culture Days  







The ripple effect:  Emotional contagion and its 
influence on group behavior

Positive people improve team members 
performance, group performance, reduce group 
conflict, create more cooperation and greater 

overall performance for task at hand. 

by Yale Psychologist Sigal Barsade



or make up your own culture day



Tache & 
Heels Day 







Infuse Love into the 
Workplace







Love Week Happens on V-Day Week Every Year



The Gallup “Best Friends at Work” Study
People who have a best friend at work are 7 times 

more engaged in their jobs



Invest in Your Environment





We’ll talk about...
Talent Acquisition 

Talent Management







SUMMARY: HAPPINESS
• Social Support: Create opportunities for connection

• Positive Contagions : Spread good moods

• Infuse Love : with Love Week

• Invest in Your Environment: A little money goes far





Growth



Leadership is getting other people 
to do things you want done 
because they want to do it.

“

”
~ Dwight Eisenhower



Leadership is recognizing that we are all ONE. 
That every person you lead is as brilliant as you, 
as talented as you, and has the same capacity 

for growth and accomplishment. They simply 
need to be reminded of this fact.

“

”
~ The Mindvalley Philosophy



Goal Setting Redefined



The 3 Most Important 
Questions



Means Goals vs  
End Goals



Experiences



Growth

Growth



Contribution



Each Connects to the Other



Voted Best Speaker



Most Viral 
Personal 
Growth 

Post in History 
& a Book Deal









Blueprint for the Soul



“Its not just about getting employees engaged with a 
company’s vision. Future work will be about being 

engaged with an employee’s vision”

Bill Jensen, author of “Hacking Work”







Your Love Relationships 
Your Friendships 
Your Adventures 
Your Environment 

Your Health & Fitness 
Your Intellectual Life 
Your Skills 
Your Spiritual Life 

Your Career 
Your Creative Life 
Your Family Life 
Your Community Life

Experiences

Growth

Contribution

}
}
}



mindvalley.com/quests



SUMMARY: GROWTH
• Experiences

• Growth

• Contribution





Meaning



Human beings 
are goal driven 

organisms



“It’s all about finding and hiring 
people smarter than you. Getting 
them to join your business. And 
giving them good work. Then 
getting out of their way. And 

trusting them. You have to get out 
of the way so YOU can focus on 
the bigger vision. That’s important. 

And here’s the main 
thing….you must make 

them see their work as a 
mission.”



1958 Gallup Study on men who 
Retire at 80

86% kept working because they found their work fun
93% kept working because they found their work meaningful



The problem with most people is that 
their problems aren’t big enough. 



What problems are you trying to 
solve with your company?





How to be an 
Inspiring Leader



Don’t try to be Inspiring. 
Instead be INSPIRED

~ Prof Srikumar Rao





Be Inspired



Mission Reminders











it’s for our employees
not our customers



SUMMARY: MEANING

• Be Inspired: Stand for something

• Mission Reminders: Remind the team of why they do what they do





Abundance



Abundance is a means goal. It’s not an end goal. 
We really want Abundance so we can afford 

something else.



You can’t compete on salary alone. 
So instead give employees what they seek 

from Abundance…and that is…



Significance



Frequent Appreciation



“Like flowers flourish on water, 
people flourish on praise”

~ Richard Branson



The 2 Minute Appreciation





Unexpected Gifts



The most powerful single idea here



The 3 Most 
Important 
Questions

Experiences 

Growth 

Contribution





“My supervisor, or someone at work, seems to care about me as a person,” 

People who agreed were found to be more productive, contributed more to 
profits, and were significantly more likely to stay with their company long-

term.

Gallup Study on 10 Million Employees



The All Hands Meeting



The Power of Praise

The #1 Tool We Use

The Awesomeness Report



The Power of Praise

The Awesomeness Report







1 Celebrate Victories



High Scores



that is only to be rung in 
moments of true and utter  

Awesomeness

The Bell of  
Awesomeness



Gratitude





A couple of days ago I sent an email that was answered by Sasha, awesome! I don't 
know where Sasha is from, but according to me, and based on our email exchange, 
Sasha came from "angeland"..., what a huge heart, so much Love and compassion... 

honestly, I didn't expect it, was pleasantly surprised and also encouraged. These days, we 
don't get this caring treatment from businesses. I used to like Mind Valley, today, I'm 

the president of its Fan's Club!!  Patricia

Francesca

Maria

Yes, yet again - Karina and ALL the folks at Mind Valley have gone the 
extra mile to please a customer - I am very grateful! It seems Mind Valley 
is a giant magnet to all these wonderful people! Thank you Karina - May 
your wonderful Customer Service example catch on with the rest of the 

world! Blessings to you All, Barbara Sfraga

I was blessed with an email from Skye this morning... it was filled with 
such warmth and sincerity, it truly made my day. Heartfelt thanks! 

Namaste! Sue

Karina



Memetics and Social Contagion 

The evidence shows that we inherit and transmit behaviors, emotions, 
beliefs and religions not through rational choice but contagion. 

When we are unsure of how to react to a stimulus or a situation, these 
theories suggest that we actively look to others for guidance and 

consciously imitate them.

by Paul Marsden



2 Envision the Future





Awesomeness reports create:
• Happiness through celebration

• Growth through trainings

• Opportunities to reinforce Meaning

• And feelings of Significance by being recognised and celebrated



SUMMARY: SIGNIFICANCE

•Appreciation

•Unexpected Gifts

•Rethinking the All Hands Meeting



IN SUMMARY
1. Create Attraction :  Create Job Ads that Appeal to the Heart

2. Find the Right Fit : Know Your Bar and Hire for Attitude

3. Create a Common Code : Define Your Values and Live by Them

4. Happiness : a culture of positivity

5. Growth : provide opportunities for life long learning

6. Meaning:   make it more than ‘work’

7. Significance :  make people feel recognised



In a Developing Nation

World’s  
Greatest 

Workplace

Creating

by 2020



We still have a long way to go…



70%
Waking Hours

at Work



Impact on “Employees”



THANK YOU
karfei@mindvalley.com
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